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I. Analysis of the Cultural Context

> Geographical Context
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When reading the challenge proposed
for this architectural competition, several
issues emerge. First, the big problem lies
in the low budget given to us, and that is
why local resources, which are often free,
are immediately put forward. The ecological link is found: it is the local and especially natural materials that will be the primary
components of the house. Added to this, it is
the prototype concept: an architectural object that can be duplicated and densified on
a more urban scale. We thus speak about
several points, which in one another, make
sense in the statement, as well as in the
methodology that needs to be used more
often in our society.
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Topographic Map of Lesotho
Statistics

Climatic Analysis

> Population in 2016 : 2,203,821
> Area : 30,355 km2
> Density : 68.1/km2

1. Average High and Low Temperature During The Year in Lesotho

This graph shows us that the climate is rather temperate but unlike the northern hemisphere, summer
lasts from November to March and winter from May to August.

2. Average Hourly Temperature in January and July in Lesotho

> HDI : 0,497 (160/189) : low

This graph shows us that the difference in temperature between day and night is very large. It can
reach up to 20 ° C

> Arable lands : 10% of the total land area
> Urbanisation : 27% in 2010 / 34% in 2020 / 60% in 2050

3. Solar Curve in Lesotho

This graph shows us that the sun’s race remains from east to west but it is to the north that sunshine
is most present. This agrees with the fact that most houses are oriented Northeast

4 & 5 . Wind Orientation and Wind Power in Lesotho

The first graph shows us that it is from North and West that most of the wind comes from. The second
shows us the power of the wind according to the seasons, so it is in spring that the wind is the strongest. Residents should avoid facing prevailing winds to avoid flooding.

> Architectural and Urban Context

Cave Dwellings

Mohlongoa-fatse

Rondavel House

Rectangular House

Evolution of architectural typologies of dwellings in Lesotho
Between the caves and the rectangular dwellings, the Sotho tradition is defined by circular typologies where for many inhabitants, a typical dwelling must be of circular form and with a thatched roof.

Houses with Lelapa
Outer Wall

Mathule

N

1m

Seotloana
Khotla

Kraal

Vegetable Garden
0

10

N
Traditional Settlement Pattern type N

A housing plot owned by the same family.
Drawing from the documentation work of Martina
Sovré and Helena Andersson

Detail about traditional urban typologies 1
The village : Settlement unit that has a group of primary enclosures, houses, courtyards and kraals, aranged in a
ring and linked by secondary wallings to form a central, secondary enclosure

The plot : Set of one-room houses, built as the years go
by. A family of six lives here.

Khotla : The court and meeting place in the village, where men gather to discuss public affairs
Kraal : Enclosure of cattle in the center of the village to protect it. Central location of the village
Lelapa : The outdoors living space in front of the houses, where most daily activities take place

Mathule : Extending entrance, forming a verandah in front
of the house
Seotloana : reed fence traditionally surrounding the lelapa

A good economic and ecological architecture, must often be the result of an assembly
of local materials that put together in a constructive system, allows to build the form.
We are not looking for a formal identity specific to an architect or an agency, but rather
to a form that derives from elementary factors. On the other hand, formal identity can
be derived from a tradition that fits perfectly
into a social, cultural or political context.
In order to achieve a response which allows
both these issues in a possible and profitable hypothesis for the fabric of the great
cities of Lesotho, we must first start a study
and make an inventory of the architectures
of the country, from housing traditional to
more contemporary ones. The book Traditional Rural Dwellings of Lesotho by Helena
Andersson and Martina Sovrè, will help us
a lot at this level. Indeed, it is a study done
in 1995 by two Swedish architects in order
to document the traditional architectures of
Lesotho dwellings, by surveys and observations but also by stories of local inhabitants
and builders. A lot of information emerges
from this study, and it is in this first page,
that we will present and try to understand
the current state of urban planning.
Voluntarily the focus will be on these traditional architectures which are much more
adapted (comfort, tradition, form) to the
Sotho culture. The so-called modern architectures made of concrete and metal sheet
are not considered suitable because it is a
known Western model that is duplicated all
over the territories of Lesotho, especially in
cities. On the contrary, the project will try to
bring modernity and comfort through a prototype that rely much more on traditional
homes.
Thoses pages will focus more on issues,
such as resources, traditions, fonctions and
even aesthetics. All of these whill be illustrated in more and more detail by the proposed project.

Equivalent architectural form but unique decorations and paintings 2
The litema : Traditional pattern of parallel furrows, scratched in the plaster with the fingers or a fork. This aesthetic work essentially takes place on the main facade (the entrance), is done by women and takes
references to geometric shapes of local fabrics

1. Definitions of Sotho terms from the glossary present in the book: Traditional Rural Dwellings
of Lesotho by Helena Andersson and Martina Sovrè (1995, Kungl Tekniska Hogskolan)
2. The illustrations of Litema are taken from the booklet published by B. Mothibe (1976)
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II. Inventory of Adequate Resources

> Natural Resources for a Module

Soil of clay / mud

Stones

In order to achieve a very affordable project
in its construction, it is necessary to make an
inventory of the local and natural resources
of the country, keeping an ecological dimension frome extraction to recycling.

Reeds

Dung

Poplar / Agave

The mud (clay), the stone, the plant or even
the animal are resources often free and
within the reach of all. Here the choice will
be mainly on the mud, which is inexhaustible. The stone, asking for cutting skills and
the plant demanding some agriculture more
and more complicated with the dryness.

Water

Quantity (+ low / +++ high)

+++

++

++

++

+

++

++

++

+

+++

++

Price (+ low / +++ high)

+

III. The module at the center of the project

Skills for transformation (+ easy / +++ complicated)

+

+++

++

+

++

+

Today, with the help of clay, water and cow
or horse dung, it is possible to make bricks
easily by drying them in the sun. This would
build quickly, for no cost, for and by everyone. For this housing prototype, a thick brick
module of 20x20x40cm is chosen to create
simple and efficient assemblies.

Manufacture
> 1 or 2 weeks
under the sun

+ Clay from the soil
+ Water
+ Cow or horse dung

Wooden Board

20
cm

The proportions need to
be tested on site with local
materials.

>
40

cm

>

Having an architecture that is built with
respect to a brick module, allows to create
a home easily, it also allows to consider an
urban development. Bringing the modernity
of standardization to an all-natural material
is part of a contemporary vision. All this not
excluding local and social appropriation of
these modules, for example ornamentation.

20 cm

Possible Improvement of
the mud brick with reeds,
small stone or other
effective materials

40 x 20 x 20 cm

1. Wooden mold for the
creation of the mud brick

2. Wet mud brick from the mold

3. Dry mud brick ready to use

> Evolution of Litema on the Module

The drawing of the graphs on the brick would be done directly after the exit of the mold when the mud is still wet.
The choice of graphics and colors would be specific to each family.

> Assembly of Modules into Different Types of Walls

Massive Walls

Claustra

Openings

Intersections
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> Local Investigations for a Contextualized Project

IV. The circle, as a witness of
traditions and comfort

“If we could afford it, we would demolish rondavel
and build modern nouse instead. (...) it is a trend.
We want to be a part of modern society. Of course,
the traditional houses are better in many ways. Their
only disadvantage is the small size. But the roof
doesn’t blow away. The indoors climate is better, and
the colours are more beautiful. Even if we want to
modernize, we would still like to keep a real Sotho
house in the future, too.”

Thermally, we know that a circular volume
has a larger area exposed to the sun, that
the outer shadows are minimal and that the
heat transfer inside is the most efficient.
That’s why we find these forms in traditional houses, which have very thick walls and
where the interior is always in darkness. It is
therefore the form, which derives from the
climate, which becomes a Sotho architectural symbol.

“A real Sotho house, it could be built of concrete
blocks. But it should have a round shape, and for
sure it would have a thatched roof.”

Today with globalization, new materials and
new forms appear. But we can see, in the
stories of the inhabitants, that in terms of
comfort, these new buildings are not at all
adequate.

“The concrete blocks are new, a new trend. They
are easier to build and need no maintenance. It suits
young people of today. They don’t want to get their
hands dirty.”
Typical Architectural References of Lesotho: Rondavel

Tradition

Modernity

Comfortable

Low Maintenance

Cultural Filiation

Access to
Modern Necessities

Ecological
Economic

Space for
Modern Furnishings

“In the future, what we would like are some basic
improvements, like water and electricity”

The challenge for this project is to build
a comfortable house with local, natural and
even traditional materials while bringing modernity (see the comparative table on the
left).

“We still prefer the old type of houses. They are solid
and durable, and they are warm when it is cold, and
cool when it is hot.”

By reducing the family habitat into a single
architectural object, generated by a work of
envelope (porosity, size, funcitons) we define spaces characterized as an evolution of
different traditional spaces such as mathule,
lelapa or the hearth for cooking.

“I like the rondavel, because it is the warmest in
winter and in the summer the verandah is very comfortable.”

Extracts of Interviews made by Helena Andersson and Martina Sovrè

> Concept Diagrams / First Sketches

Cylinder of mud bricks as rainwater
collector for storage and recovery

Cylinder of mud bricks as the hearth to
cook and heat de house

Claustra of mud bricks as limit : 48m2

Walls of mud bricks as dividing walls
between the different spaces of the
house

1. The limit > CLAUSTRA

2. The heart > WATER WELL + HEARTH

Bedroom 1

Well

3. The rooms > BEDROOMS + BATHROOM + LIVING ROOM

Highest point of the house
Space covered but open to let the
smoke out

Hearth / Kitchen
Bedroom 2

Lelapa / Seotloana / Mathule

Bathroom

4. The roof > PROTECTOR + WATER RECUPERATOR + AERATION
Conceptual diagram : reinterpretation of the exploded traditional habitat
into a single architectural object
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IV. Implementation
The project is designed to be easy to build,
which is why we detail here the different
stages of construction. Each step is illustrated with an explanatory axonometry and a diagram that makes it possible to understand.

2. External Wall / Claustra

1. Foundation

3. Well / Central Wall

The project is ecological, so for the transformation of the current urban fabric, it was
also necessary to think about the recycling
(concrete or steel). They are thus recycled
in the foundations. We can also find modern materials inside such as the steel rods
which allows a lighter structure than a wood
one. The idea is to respond ecologically to
each phase of the project.
The project aims to be autonomous, and by
minimizing external contributions. The idea
is to build a passive house, which regulates
itself thermally thanks to the system of internal hearth and a good orientation. The collection of rainwater also allows each house
to manage its own water consumption.

1. Recycling

2. Guide for Construction

By destroying the buildings of concrete and steel, we can reuse
them as rubble for the foundations of the new building.

Thanks to a central pillar and a wire, construction is simple.
Each stone is offset at a precise angle.

3. Piping

Thanks to the well in the center of the building, it is possible to
collect the rainwater but also to redistribute it outside (planting)
and inside (bathroom)

The project is economic, by using local
materials, which are often free and do not
require special skills. The project is built almost entirely of sun-dried mud brick, which
is very simple to make.
The project is evolutionary. Each family can
thus generate the spaces they desire by the
play of separating walls. Urbanistically, the
idea is to replace the buildings present by
this one that can also evolve and scale up.

5. Rooms

4. Hearth

Finally the project remains in a historical
filiation. It is an improvement of the traditional architecture of Lesotho and it is part of a
necessary evolution.

6. Roof

STEEL RODS
12 x 6000 mm

- Light structure
- Inexpensive material
- Singular attachment thanks to a rope

4. Heating

5. Separative Walls

The central hearth for the kitchen is also used as heating for the
different rooms of the house. This system adds to the natural
heating of the sun.

The prototype drawn from the beginning, can evolve according
to the needs of families and their characteristics. Each family
can with these “rays” of brick walls, have different spaces.

6. Thatched Roof

The thatched roof evolves there too, with this double
slope. The highest point being on the wall of the hearth.
The roof then goes down to allow the rainwater to be
recovered.

BRICK WALL (20cm)
Which adjuvant for the tenacity and sealing ?

+ Gum arabic ?
+ Black soap ?
+ Sticky leaf ?
+ Cow Dung ?

7. Thatch
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2. Site Plan 2018 / 1.200

A

4. Axonometric view of the project

3. Site Plan 2030 / 1.200
C

AREA FOR LEAVING : 55m2
B

D

1. Site Plan 2020 / 1.200
North

Smoke
Smoke

Rainwater

STEEL RODS
12 x 6000 mm

5. Elevation / 1.100

B

- Light structure
- Inexpensive material
- Singular attachment thanks to a rope

Which adjuvant for the tenacity and sealing ?

A

Foundation > Diameter : 11m

TILED WELL DUG IN THE
FOUNDATION
Tile : 350 x 350 mm

External Wall > Diameter : 9.5m

- Manage the oven opening
- Manage the arrival of smoke
- Allow a passage for the maintenance of the oven

Hearth Wall > Diameter : 3.5m

BRICK WALL (20cm)

A

Well Wall > Diameter : 1.9m

SLIDING METAL SHEET
1000 x 1800 mm

Brick placed vertically
and spaced to let the
smoke out

METAL ROOF STRUCTURE TO
SUPPORT THATCH
ANGLE IRON x 4
40 x 20 x 1800 mm

Main Entrance

B
6. Floor Plan / 1.100

+ Gum arabic ?
+ Black soap ?
+ Sticky leaf ?
+ Cow Dung ?

Well : 0.7m

7. AA Section / 1.100

Foundation : 1.5m

LEGENDS AND DETAILS
1. Project located in Maseru, near the Koffi Anan road in front of the Usave Grocery.
					Google Maps Location : -29.358041, 27.459625
A. Building made of concrete and sheet steel
B. Remains and concrete waste useful for the foundations of the project
C. Container of rainwater accumulated thanks to the internal well of the project
D. Easy planting thanks around the project thanks to the water recovery system.

Sliding metal sheet

4. Axonometry of the project : see the construction system step by step in the Concept Design Submission (A3 - 5/5)
5. On this elevation we see the work of Litema on each bricks that allows a specific ornamentation to each prototype.
The thatched work on the double slope roof remains in the Sotho historical filiation.
On the main entrance, the project opens in claustra, to create a pleasant buffer space to live in winter as in summer, night and day.
9. In order to guarantee the tenacity of the earthen wall, it is necessary to envisage a consultation with the locals on the most effective traditional materials
against the rain and the time to add into the bricks

Container of rainwater

10. Sliding metal door system with handle to manage even the fireplace: its combustion, ventilation and maintenance
8. BB Section / 1.100

Total Heigh : 4.7m

11. Detail 3 / 1.20

Hearth Wall > Heigh : 4.4m

External Wall > Heigh : 2.4m

10. Detail 2 / 1.20

Well Wall > Heigh : 4m

9. Detail 1 / 1.20
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BUDGET
(LSL)

+ Labor Workers > 140 LSL / day
A first estimate of 40 days is planned for the total construction of the project. This time will be shortened according to the progress made on site. A
number of 3 workers present on the site every day will be considered.

16 800 LSL

+ Foundation > More or Less 5 days
This work involves digging a hole 11m in diameter, 1.5m deep, consisting of architectural remains (concrete, stone, earth). There is no extra charge
except for the work of the workers.

+ Bricks > More or Less 15 days
This work involves creating bricks (around 2000 for the entire project) from mud, dung and water easily foundable in the area. Drying time is also
necessary. There is no extra charge except for the work of the workers.

+ Plumbing
> Pipes (3x 50x6000mm) and Junction Plain (5x 110mm (45°))
(3x 104.95 LSL) 		
(5x 81.95LSL)

724.6 LSL

+ Sealing of the well > 14m2 to recover
1092 LSL

> Tiles (3x 350x350mm) for 78 LSL / m2

+ Roof
The work of the thatched roof requires special skills. It is envisaged that the material is easily found in the region. We will take into consideration
only the price of the structure made of steel rods

7208 LSL

> Steal Rods (106x 12x6000mm) for 68 LSL / piece

+ Doors
The doors are not standard, so we must consider building them ourselves.
> Doors (8x 1000x2100mm) for 600 LSL / piece + (1x 1500x2100) for 1000 LSL / piece

5800 LSL

+ Electrics
We are considering the arrival of electricity directly on the site. Integration of plugs, cable and lamp in the budget is necessary

950 LSL

> Lamp (6x 40 LSL) + Cable (250 LSL) + Plug (5x 82 LSL) + Switch (5x 10 LSL)

+ Kitchen
For the kitchen we consider the manufacture of the oven through the metal door. We will also add a sink in the kitchen. Other necessities may be
added in the remaining budget.
> Sink (500 LSL)
> Sliding Metal Sheet + Iron Angle (4x 40x20x1800mm)

1000 LSL

+ Bathroom
2500 LSL

> Bath suite including toilets, sink and bath

+ Tools
2000 LSL

A budget for the tools will be added for each stage of the project.

>>> Total

38 074,6 LSL

Just under 12,000 LSL remains in the final budget. We can use this money for different reasons :
> Transport of materials
> Risks and hazards
> Furniture
> Decoration
> Exteriors

Sources
> Catalog of matérials, tools and furniture CASHBUILD
> Lesotho Housing Profile (UNHABITAT) : Building Matérial Costs (p95)
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MEDIA

Claustra Dwelling Prototype was born from a desire to bring together in one housing unit,
the singular qualities of each module of traditional Sotho housing. It is by referring to these
localized architectures that we find the solutions: by the local materials, by the traditional forms or by the skills that we finds on the spot. But to this, must be added the modern
needs (electricity, water management, easy maintenance). That’s why the architecture of
this prototype tries to answer to a maximum of requirements of location (Lesotho) and
period (2018). To summerize it is a a passive house, easy to build, ecological, autonomous,
economic, evolutionary and that remains in a historical background.

